
Week 4    22nd June      Ridge Class     English  
 

Day One: Features of a Biography 

Task One:  

Read through the list of features of a biography below:  

 

 Title – name of biography 

 Past tense 

 Third Person – he/she/they 

 Catchy Introduction – who/what/where/when/why 

 Paragraphs 

 Life events in chronological order of date 

 Time openers and connectives to show this 

 Quotes from others about what they think 

 Conclusion – how they will be remembered 

 

 

Now cover them up and try to list as many of them as you can without looking.  

 

1.   

2.    

3.    

4.     

5.      

6.      

7.       

8.       

9.   
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Task Two: Read through this biography and underline the features that you can find.   

Usain Bolt – A biography 

Usain Saint Leo Bolt was born on the 21st of August 1986 in 

Sherwood Content, a small town in Trelawny, Jamaica.  He is a 

World and Olympic champion sprinter and many people believe he is 

the fastest person ever, which has earned  him the nickname 

‘Lightning Bolt’! 

Usain Bolt grew up with his parents, Wellesley and Jennifer Bolt, his 

brother Sadiki and his sister Sherine. His parents ran the local grocery 

store. Bolt’s family attended the local Catholic church and even today 

he still makes the sign of the cross before all of his major events. As a 

boy all of Bolt’s free time was spent playing cricket and football in 

the street with his brother. He was sports mad! 

As a child, Bolt attended Waldensia Primary, where he first began to 

show his sprinting potential, running in the annual, national primary-

schools' meeting for his area.  By the age of twelve, Bolt had become 

the school's fastest runner over 100 metres. Usain’s father, Wellesley 

put his speed down to ‘Yam Power’! (Yams are an important part of 

the Jamaican diet.) 

Bolt went William Knibb Memorial High School, where he still 

enjoyed playing team sports, but he was such a fast sprinter his 

teachers encouraged him to try track and field events. The school had 

a history of success in athletics with past students, so he was in good 

hands, winning his first medal, silver, in the high school 

championships in 2001. Bolt was so good that a former Olympic 

sprinter, Pablo McNeil decided to train him. (This meant he would 

become his coach.)  Bolt usually trained hard but Pablo was 

sometimes annoyed by Bolt's practical jokes! 

At the age of 15, Bolt took part in the 2002 World Junior 

Championships in Kingston, Jamaica, where he won the 200-metre 

race. This made him the youngest world-junior gold medallist ever.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trelawny_Parish,_Jamaica
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprint_(running)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket_(sport)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_football
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/100_metres
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Knibb
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inter-Secondary_Schools_Boys_and_Girls_Championships
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inter-Secondary_Schools_Boys_and_Girls_Championships
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In 2005 Bolt got a new coach, Glenn Mills. This was the year he also 

reached the world Top 5 rankings. However he was prevented from 

further success by a recurring hamstring injury. 

Then, in 2007 Bolt got his big chance. He broke the Jamaican 200-

metre record and earned two silver medals at the World 

Championship in Osaka, Japan. Bolt decided he really could achieve 

success as a sprinter and began to take his career more seriously. He 

qualified for the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing, China and went 

on to win gold in both the 100 and 200 metre events - even breaking a 

world record in the 100metre final, winning in 9.69 seconds!  Bolt 

achieved a third gold medal in Beijing as part of the Jamaican relay 

team. 

Usain Bolt went on to defend all of his Olympic gold medals during 

the 2012 Summer Olympic Games in London. This included beating 

his own record for the 100metres, running it this time, in 9.63 

seconds! Bolt is the first man to win both the 100 and 200 metres in 

consecutive Olympic Games. He is also the first man in history to set 

three world records in a single Olympic Games competition! 

Despite his dedication to running, Bolt still enjoys cricket and football 

and sometimes talks about taking up one of these sports when he 

retires from running. He is a big fan of Manchester United. Bolt’s 

other interests include music, especially reggae – once acting as a DJ 

to a large party in Paris. He also enjoys video games. His particular 

favourite is Call of Duty which he plays online. Whatever the future 

holds for Usain Bolt, you can bet it won’t be boring. He is, in his own 

words, ‘a living legend’ and with him anything could happen! 

Task Three:  

Using the information about your chosen person that you researched last week 

or the information that you have just read about Usain Bolt, pick different 

time/fronted adverbials from the table below to write sentences that you 

could include in your biography.  
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1. …………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. …………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

3. …………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4. …………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

When 
he/she was 
very young, 

At this point,  A few 
months/years 

later,  

Once,  

Many years 
later,  

From then 
on,  

As a result of 
this,  

When that 
happened,  

During that 
time,  

Throughout 
this period,  

Meanwhile,  Whilst,  

From that 
moment,  

After this,  Interestingly,  Eventually,  
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Day Two: Using commas 
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Day Two: Using commas  

ANSWERS 

 

1. a)   b) c) 

 

2. a)  

b) 

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)    

h)    

i)  

 

 

3. a) Jessica, an excellent student, is also a trainee nurse.  

b) Volker watched a film, Grease, last week.  

c) John was shocked when he saw his former boss, Eric, in the shop.  

d) When I saw Mr Tingle, my old Chemistry teacher, I immediately 

thought about my time at school.  

e) This idea, how to use commas, can be a tricky concept in English.  

f) There goes Scott, a great footballer, who also serves on the school 

council.  

g) tiny, my oldest pet, is a Yorkshire Terrier with brown and black fur.  

h) Amy, the girl with her hair in a bun, is in my maths class.  

i) This dress, made of silk and cotton, was given to me by my best 

friend.  

j) My goldfish, Winona, has been acting strangely for a while.  

 

4. a) Underline: which suited him fine 

b) Underline: which was blue.  
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Day Three: Writing our biography  

Your introduction is very important if you want to catch the reader’s attention. 

It must include all of the information that you researched last week:  

 

 Who is the person? – their name (real name also if their birth name is 

different)  

 What are they are famous for? 

 When did it happen?  

 Where did it happen? 

 Why are they famous today?  

 

Could you use a question to engage your reader? Could you use some 

alliteration?  

 

 

Examples:  

 

Have you ever dreamed of flying freely through outer space, surrounded 

by a sea of stars? Mae Jemison fulfilled that dream. On September 12, 

1992, aboard the spaceship Endeavour, she became the first African-

American woman to blast into outer space. This wasn’t the only time, 

however, that Jemison had reached for the stars and realised her 

dreams. 
 

 

Jayne Torville and Christopher Dean - Life on Ice 

Jayne Torvill and Christoper Dean were both born in Nottingham in 1957 and 

1958 respectively.   Both ‘only’ children, they began skating before their tenth 

birthdays and met in their late teens in 1975.  At the time, Torvill worked as an 

insurance clerk and Dean was a trainee policeman.  Working together, they 

became legends of British sporting history. 
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David Beckham is one of Britain's most famous footballer players.  He 

was captain of the English national team from 2000 to 2006, scored in 

three different FIFA World Cups, and played midfield for clubs in 

Manchester, England and Madrid, Spain, before agreeing to move to 

Los Angeles, to play for Los Angeles Galaxy team on a five year 

contract beginning on July 1, 2007. 
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Day Four: Writing our biography  

 

Today you are going to write the main body of your biography. This is where 

you write the key events of your person’s life in chronological (time) order.  

 

Remember to try to use time adverbials to link your events together:  

 

 

 

To conclude your biography, you should write about the impact they 

have on people today.  

   1.Have they taught us anything?  

   2.Why will they always be remembered? 

   3.Quote something someone said about them.  

 

 

 

When 
he/she was 
very young, 

At this point,  A few 
months/years 

later,  

Once,  

Many years 
later,  

From then 
on,  

As a result of 
this,  

When that 
happened,  

During that 
time,  

Throughout 
this period,  

Meanwhile,  Whilst,  

From that 
moment,  

After this,  Interestingly,  Eventually,  
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Day Five: Spellings and Handwriting  

 

This week we will be looking at the following suffixes:  

 

ant/ance  e.g. attendant, attendance,   

ent/ence  e.g. innocent, innocence 

 

Adding ‘ant’ or ‘ent’ to a verb creates a noun or adjective which mean ‘being’ or 

‘performing’  

 

Adding ‘ance’ or ‘ence’ are used to form nouns that being ‘a state of’  

The challenge with these suffixes is to know which one to use. Is it ant or ent?  

There are a few patterns that can help you. Have a look at the word list below and see if you 

can spot what those patterns might be:  

 

ant/ance ent/ence What patterns can you 
spot?  

expect – expectant 

perform – performance 

assistant – assistance  

hesitate – hesitant 

radiate – radiance  

endure – endurance  

vary – variant 

buoy – buoyant  

rely – reliant  

occupy – occupant  

signify – significant  

 

differ – different  

depend – dependent 

excel – excellent  

confide – confident 

reside – resident 

preside – president  

compete- competence 

innocent  

decent 

magnificent 

frequent  

consequence 

emerge – emergent 

urgent 

intelligent  
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Patterns 

 

1. If a word ends with ‘e’ – add ant/ance 

2. Exception – if a word ends with ‘ide’ or ‘ete’ then add ent/ence  

3. If a word ends with ‘y’ – add ant/ance 

4. If a word ends or includes a soft ‘g’, soft ‘c’ or ‘qu’ before the suffix then add ent/ence 

 

As always, these patterns are tricky and the best way to learn these words is to practise reading and 

writing them. See how many more words you can think of with this suffix and add them to this table. 

Use a dictionary to help if you need to:  

 

ant/ance ent/ence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Look up any words that you’ve not heard before in a dictionary and then use them correctly in a 

sentence:  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Handwriting  

We’re going to keep practising our handwriting speed so copy as much of this paragraph as you can 

in 2 minutes. Count how many words you write that are legible (you can read clearly) – that is your 

score. Can you try again and improve your score?  

 

A new species of insect has been causing sufficient 

damage to gardens around the country. The 

existence of this red, spotted creature, which is 

closely related to the caterpillar, has been very 

inconvenient for gardeners and farmers.  

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 


